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Abstract

The decision on whether to proceed top-down or bottom-
up during software development has a strong and underes-
timated impact on the quality of the final product includ-
ing its later evolvability. Various examples for both strate-
gies taken from such different domains as operating systems
and computer games provide evidence that bottom-up devel-
oped systems are more suitable for future evolution. The rea-
sons for this range from the increased compositionality of
bottom-up developed artefacts at the technical level up to a
greater independence from certain requirements which con-
stitute the most transient part of a software system. Besides
those advantages concerning evolvability, the negative effects
of bottom-up orientation can not be ignored. Furthermore,
proceeding bottom-up contradicts most conventional devel-
opment processes. We regard this as a clear indication for
the need of new development processes to improve the con-
struction of evolvable software.

1. Processes Influence Evolvability

Studies of software project success and failure, like Standish
Group’s “Chaos” reports [23] state that project management
aspects, such as executive management support, proper plan-
ning, and a well-defined process do have a much stronger im-
pact on the quality of the final product than any particular
technique, such as preferring Java over C as the implementa-
tion language or structuring by means of PL/1 modules versus
more fashionable EJB components.

While the correlation of the development process with
software quality in general is well-known and extensively
studied in the software process improvement field, see e. g.
Cleanroom, GQM [2], and CMM [17], there exists only lim-
ited knowledge about the impact of the development process
on the evolvability of the software product. Although we do
not believe that the influence of technical aspects on software
evolution is similarly negligible, we do claim that the devel-
opment process indeed has a strong and largely underesti-
mated influence on the evolvability of the software systems
it produces.
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The emphasis is on evolvability rather than on evolution.
While different process model like the sequential waterfall
versus more evolutionary models [4] clearly differ in their
ability to support evolution, we will not elaborate on perform-
ing evolution, but explain that the process employed during
development of the initial release has a lasting impact on the
subsequent evolvability of the resulting system.

The decision on whether to proceed top-down (TD) or
bottom-up (BU) seems to predetermine the expectancy of
life of a software system. Examples taken from such diverse
fields as operating systems and computer games point out that
BU constructed systems are much better prepared for evolu-
tion than TD created ones. BU orientation seems to deliver
artefacts of increased compositionality and with greater inde-
pendence from the ever changing requirements. This gives
rise to the consideration that BU orientation might be a bet-
ter principle for the construction of e-type systems [13] than
the conventional TD refinement. Of course, this supposition
is provocative as it puts the established TD oriented way of
thinking in question and therefore needs to be substantiated.
This paper discusses the differences between BU and TD de-
velopment concerning software evolvability and provides a
variety of examples illustrating the effects of the two strate-
gies on software evolution.

2. Other Work on Processes and Evolution

There is no other work directly comparing the BU versus TD
development with respect to software evolvability — at least
not known to the authors. Clearly, there is a lot of work
on how software evolves and how to pro-actively perform
and steer the process of software evolution. Some of these
processes, such as Change Management and Configuration
Management are already broadly accepted and used in cur-
rent practice. More innovative processes also take program
comprehension [26], assessment [24], or software reuse [7]
into account. All of these processes provide valuable guide-
lines on how to perform a certain maintenance task or (parts
of) an evolution step occurring in a system. In contrast to
this, this paper does not focus on the “how to” side, but on
the principle “impact on” evolution which results from and is
influenced by following either the BU or the TD strategy.

Lehman’s work has brought valuable insights on the prin-
ciples of software evolution [12, 13] describing it as a multi-
dimensional, multi-level, and multi-agent feedback process.



Lehman’s extensive studies show that the process of evolu-
tion, generally, is independent from certain technical aspects,
such as the choice for a specific programming language, but
instead driven from an ever changing environment and as-
sumptions made during system modelling. We broadly agree
on this view and have provided further evidence from Open
Source software in [3]. Nevertheless, different processes and
techniques do have an impact on the ability, speed, and costs
of software evolution. And answers to the question about
how to increase the evolvability of software systems are of
high practical relevancy.

Raijlich’s staged software life cycle [19] also details
Lehman’s considerations on how a system evolves by dis-
tinguishing certain stages of evolution from its initiation to
phase-out. Again, this model describes the stages a software
system runs through, but not the factors increasing or decreas-
ing the length of the various stages which is subject to this
paper.

And of course, there is a proliferation of work on tech-
niques for evolution such as on architecture [14], metrics [9],
and slicing [25]. While some of these works on techniques
and tools have already gone quite far the consideration of pro-
cesses seems to lag behind.

3. Bottom-Up and Top-Down Development

Though BU and TD are commonly used terms, their interpre-
tation in different contexts varies. We will therefore clarify
our notion of BU and TD.

3.1. Top-Down and Bottom-Up Principles

As depicted in Fig. 1 software establishes a correspondence
between requirements and a given technical reality. The re-
quirements are at the “top” and the technical basis at the ”bot-
tom”. Both sides are not fixed but more or less deliberately
chosen. Since we are usually not willing to go down to el-
ementary physics and up to the meaning of life, a software
project usually defines or selects a certain technical basis as
a starting point to implement hopefully realistic business re-
quirements. While the technical basis of an embedded sys-
tem, for instance, is close to control unit hardware and pro-
tocols the basis of an information system will rather be an
API of a database system and a programming language. Sim-
ilarly, requirements can either be demands from users, or the
properties of an abstract concept, such as a state automaton.
According to this, the distance between top and bottom can
be as short as a single atomic transformation step, or span
numerous intermediate levels.

Software is the extensive and complicated cluster of deci-
sions, concepts, documents, and algorithms providing a map-
ping between the predetermined requirements and the avail-
able technique. This mapping can be viewed from either side:
software maps the requirements onto the technical basis, but
also the technical basis onto the requirements.

Although both directions are valid, they imply avery dif-
ferent way of thinking! The mapping usually does not oc-
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Figure 1. Going up or down?

cur at once but is constructed over hundreds of intermediate
steps over a long period of time. This construction may start
with the requirements and refine them stepwise down to an
implementation in which case we call ittop-down develop-
ment. Bottom-up development, in contrast, originates from
the technical basis and tries to reach up to the requirements
by building higher level services and components on what is
already implemented. Though the outcome is always a corre-
spondence between top and bottom the established path will
differ significantly according to the direction taken, because
the individual transition steps are guided by different perspec-
tives! Most operating systems (OS) are an example for BU
construction. Hard disks with sectors and heads have been ab-
stracted to blocks and further on to universal byte structured
files as well as directory trees. TD constructed OS ended up
in very different storage concepts, such as a persistent ob-
ject store [5], because they are usually guided by user-level
concepts. In contrast to this, information systems, such as
for banking, are mostly constructed TD, because fulfilling re-
quirements and ease of use are of paramount importance. An
exaggeratedly BU driven banking system would consist of
various tiny applications that the user has to combine in the
right order to achieve the desired effect — just like search-
ing for a document with Unix shell commandsgrep , find ,
xargs , and “| ”.

3.2. Pros and Cons

Trivially, a TD constructed system is more likely to match
its requirements, because this is what the construction starts
with. However, TD development may well miss technical re-
ality. Even if the initial set of requirements is realistic, inter-
mediate decisions may cause an aberration from the optimal
mapping as shown in Fig. 1: once the divergence between
the constructed path and the available infrastructure becomes
evident, it either has to be corrected with complicated and in-
efficient workarounds at the lower technical levels, or some
kind of expensive backtracking must be applied to revoke pre-
vious decisions.

Another well-known problem of TD development is its
“big-bang nature”, i. e. there is no running system until the
end of development. This entails high risks due to late vali-
dation by the customer and a long time to system. Albeit, the
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vast majority of software projects adheres to the TD princi-
ple, simply because most common process models determine
a strict TD order of events.

BU development overcomes these problems. It quickly
provides a rudimentary running system, proceeds rapidly and
delivers highly efficient systems that — at the end — might
fail to match the requirements. Again, this deviation can be
compensated with workarounds or backtracking. But, BU has
an important additional option. Unlike the technical basis, re-
quirements can be modified to some extent. In practice, BU
constructed systems are usually not significantly changed if
the requirements are not perfectly met but the user is forced
to adapt to the system. While this may sound irritating, it
is common practice in numerous domains, such as system
level software but also for enterprise resource planning sys-
tems like SAP R/3. In a recent IT manager workshop1 all at-
tendees agreed that they rather adapted the organisation than
change their standard software.

3.3. Philosophical Implications

One can easily further generalise these considerations by ab-
stracting from software. As a matter of fact this helps to un-
derstand the role of TD and BU thinking on software evolu-
tion.

Top represents long-term wishes and dreams. The bot-
tom side is constituted by actually existing options. Someone
whose pattern of thought is strongly bound to the top side
usually fails to deliver a result which is the typical trouble
of the perfectionist. In contrast, the tinkerer, who is strongly
focusing on the bottom produces a lot of useless things.

The key to long term success is to keep both perspectives
in balance. It is no coincidence that successful, large-scale
organisations perform both strategic and operational manage-
ment with similar priority. Strategic questions correspond to
long term wishes (top) and operational issues represent short
term options (bottom). By integrating both sides, these organ-
isations are able to quickly produce useful results (products)
by continuously adapting to the changing demands on a solid
operational foundation.

This long term success, i. e. preserving value by continu-
ous adaptation, is exactly what software evolution is aiming
for, too. We claim, that the principle to balance BU and TD
orientation, with an emphasise on BU, could be just as ben-
eficial for software systems as it is for organisations. Cur-
rently, most development processes are TD centric and ham-
per evolvability.

4. Impact on Software Evolvability

Besides the differences of TD versus BU on software qual-
ity in general, the decision on whether to proceed upwards
or downwards affects two properties of the resulting product
that are crucial for successful long-term evolution: first is the
compositionality of the developed structure and its elements,

1German CIO quarterly meeting, Munich, Germany, March 2004

second is the stability of the concepts derived. We argue that
consequent BU orientation helps to produce components of
reduced size and increasedorthogonalityresulting in higher
compositionality. Furthermore, a bottom-up developed ar-
chitecture is less coined by the requirements of users which
are by far the most volatile part of a software system. Triv-
ially, systems with decreased exposure to variance need to be
changed less frequently which slows the process of decay [6].
Increased compositionality, additionally, allows for less in-
trusive, i. e. destructive, and therefore more flexible changes.
Both aspects contribute to increased evolvability.

4.1. Compositionality

BU software engineering contributes to the separation of con-
cerns [16]. Unlike TD approaches which mostly try to sat-
isfy user requirements, BU approaches force the developer to
think in terms oforthogonaland scalablecomponents and
subcomponents, simply because the later requirements are a
priori unknown and the constructed system must be flexible
enough to satisfy various requirements.

New functionality in BU designed systems is merely a re-
combination of already existing subsystems or components.
In other words, BU engineering tends to alter the require-
ments to match the system, rather than modifying the system
to reflect new demands.

The concerns which are separated at the technical level are
those that enable orthogonal scalability of features and func-
tionality, while TD usually separates requirements, use cases,
and scenarios. Evolvability, of course, is mostly influenced
by the former, giving reason as to why at least BU aspects in
system design are crucial.

4.2. Increased Stability

As discussed in sec. 3.3, requirements represent wishes and
dreams which are usually highly volatile. In fact, no other
part of a software system changes more frequently than the
business processes underlying the requirements [10]. Hard-
ware and other low-level technical details are a lot more
“stable” than requirements. Studies on software mainte-
nance show that about 55% of all change requests are new or
changed requirements (perfective) while only 25% are tech-
nical changes (adaptive) [18].

To achieve longevity of a system it is in general useful to
operate as far away from volatility as possible, because fre-
quent changes entail decay [6] reducing the expectancy of
life of the system. The decisions made during BU construc-
tion are indeed hardly influenced by changing requirements
but based on the more stable technical platform.

Contrary, systems leaning towards the more variable re-
quirements side, as it happens during TD construction, en-
counter greater difficulties to keep up with the constant
change at the top side. Changes of the requirements often af-
fect extensive parts of the system because initial decisions —
the most important ones — are already steered by volatile top-
level properties, such as business functions of different de-
partments of an organisation.
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5. Examples of BU and TD Construction

In the following, we present different examples of BU versus
TD construction ranging from adventure games (see sec. 5.1)
to a large-scale weather satellite imaging and analysis proces-
sor (see sec. 5.3).

5.1. Adventure Games

Interactive adventures are complex software systems. Be-
tween 1975–1980, these games were text-based written in
languages like FORTRAN, or LISP running on large main-
frames and controlled via terminals usually residing in a cam-
pus’ students lab. Later ports of the games often came down
to being only a few kBytes in size.

(a) Larry at a bar in 1987.

(b) Larry at the same bar, four years later.

Figure 2. Leisure Suit Larry now and then.

While many of the companies who created and sold the
early text-based adventures went bankrupt, their products
managed to evolve and almost shape an academic field (see
[15]). Interestingly, these systems emerged BU with anin-
variant corethat is independent from assumptions regarding
user acceptance or operability. The community furtheron es-
tablished components that facilitate creating similar applica-
tions by emphasising portability and compatibility (bottom
side). Meeting the top requirements asserted by market pres-
sure was largely disregarded and led to commercial failure
but also to high-quality software that is still studied by many,
today (e. g. Inform [1], Z-virtual-machine, etc.).

Nowadays, games of that genre tend to fill up half a hard
disk’s capacity with multimedia sound effects and movies
that are necessary in order to address the customers demands
on a highly competitive and global market.

Screenshots of the considerably successful game “Leisure
Suit Larry” are depicted in Fig. 2: firstly as it was originally
released in 1987 and secondly, a new version with updated
graphics and a comfortable mouse-driven user interface from
1991. The costly re-issue of the same game within only four
years after its initial release became a necessity because the
overall concept of “Larry” was tightly bound to the top-level
user interface, which was changing rapidly.

5.2. Systems Programming

Systems programming is an interesting example in a sense
that there exist numerous successful architectures developed
both in a BU as well as TD fashion. However, while BU de-
veloped systems like the nowadays MacOS X, *BSD, Linux,
or Solaris all thrive for continuing success, most of their TD
counterparts are either in the process of being phased out, or
have already ceased to exist.

MacOS X, formerly NextStep, was Apple’s change to-
wards a new platform consisting of new generation Motorola
PowerPC CPUs and a Unix system kernel. It is interesting
to notice, however, that an earlier and hugely expensive TD
attempt of Apple Computer to design an OS on their own,
failed and drove the company almost towards irrelevance dur-
ing that period. The requirements for the system were to
be absolutely compatible with their previous non-preemptive
OS while, at the same time, offering users an entirely new
system with better multitasking and multimedia capabilities.
The project was called “Rhapsody” and never got to a stage
where it would even come close to the requirements asserted
TD from managers trying to gain market share.

In many similar cases where huge vendors tried to cre-
ate an OS from scratch in a TD manner, either the cost and
time needed were underestimated, or the technical reality was
not considered adequately. For example, Spring, an early
1990s object oriented OS developed at Sun, never really got
to the point where it could compete with the traditional Unix
derivate Solaris. And when Intel first published its 64-bit
plans, the companies IBM, SCO (then Caldera), amongst
other firms failed to finalise project Monterey aiming to be
the first commercial software platform for the upcoming pro-
cessors. IBM has moved on to using a BU evolved Linux, and
SCO entered a legal battle against the former partner IBM for
that. Systems like Monterey, Sun Spring, OS/2, and Rhap-
sody were well funded, but either never released, or have dis-
appeared in the meantime while the old BU Unix derivates
are the only ones left besides – as well BU driven – Microsoft
products.

5.3. McIDAS

When the Man computer Interactive Data System (McIDAS)
celebrated its 25th year of existence, the American Meteo-
rological Society published a article [11], explaining the BU
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based evolution of this immensely complex system which is
used to analyse and process data, collected by weather satel-
lites. Since 1973, McIDAS has undergone four major ar-
chitectural and also design changes, moving the entire pro-
cessing system consisting of many different components and
applications from a mainframe environment over to a dis-
tributed Unix architecture on which it still serves its national
and international clients today. Interestingly enough, the arti-
cle describing those architectural changes concludes:

“1) In an environment of change and evolution, the
bottom-up design approach produces a system more satisfac-
tory to users than a top-down approach. [...]

2) Requirements are not our final goal, user satisfaction
is.”

These two conclusions already sum up the fundamental
area of conflict as discussed in sec. 3.2: requirements vs.
user satisfaction. According to the researchers at Space Sci-
ence and Engineering Center at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, who are mainly responsible for McIDAS, a BU ap-
proach may often be unable to addressall the requirements,
while a TD approach is usually finalised on the expense of
flexibility, portability, and evolvability of theentiresystem.

5.4. UNIX ”Those who do not understand Unix
are condemned to reinvent it, poorly.” —
Henry Spencer

Doug McIlroy, the principal inventor of UNIXPipes, sum-
marised the popular OS design principle as follows: “This
is the Unix philosophy: Write programs that do one thing
and do it well. Write programs to work together. Write pro-
grams to handle text streams, because that is a universal in-
terface. [21]”

Of course, this does not only hold for text processing shell
commands, but it rather reflects the overall — and still prac-
tically successful — BU approach that Ken Thompson, the
original designer of the UNIX OS [20], originally chose. The
focus is on technical aspects such as text streams and the in-
terfaces between programs, but not on a set of requirements
that have to be fulfilled.

The fact that most Unix compatible (Linux, BSD, etc.)
OS still continue to evolve under this maxim is a clear in-
dication that the almost invariant properties of the physical
platform demand far less frequent changes than high-level
requirements asserted in a TD manner. As a matter of fact,
many of the changes occurring “below” an (Unix) OS core
are transparently wrapped by compilers. In other words, an
improved pipelining architecture in a modern microprocessor
hardly affects the way programmers maintain file systems,
network stacks, or device drivers; the bottom-level tends to
be rather invariant compared to TD requirements.

In the Unix world, users traditionally adapt to the system’s
properties, and not vice versa. Instead of imposing a new so-
lution on the system changing, or at least, influencing its over-
all properties, existing orthogonal building boxes (pipes, fil-
ters, scripts, daemons, sockets, etc.) are carefully composed
by the user to address the new requirements. In consequence,

the changing requirements have a reduced scope and do not
affect the evolution of co-existing programs, or processes —
clearly a contrast to a TD system design where the set of ini-
tial requirements predetermines implementation details.

5.5. Open Source

The Open Source movement, which was largely sparked by
the GNU project, is yet another example of successful appli-
cation of the BU approach. The original goal of GNU was
to create a complete, but entirely free OS according to Unix
design principles. Interestingly enough, since 1984 the GNU
project has failed to meet its TD asserted goal by being unable
to deliver a stable OS kernel. However, GNU as a whole was
successful, since the building boxes necessary to accomplish
their goals, indirectly, gave birth to other highly successful,
large-scale and long-living software projects such as Linux,
Mozilla, KDE, Gnome, and others.

Instead of building a holistic solution, the GNU project
first focussed BU on universal tools that would help build the
fundamental components of a Unix system: an extensible text
editor (Emacs), a compiler (GCC), an automated build sys-
tem (make, autoconf, automake), command line interpreters
(e. g. bash), and so on. Nowadays, most of these systems
have already become integral part of various (and even com-
mercial) Unix operating systems, such as Sun OS or Mac OS
X, for instance. Linux and many other highly successful Free
Software projects would not exist, if it wasn’t for GNU’s BU
approach on building large-scale systems. In that sense, the
Open Source movement has taken the approach of BU soft-
ware development one step further than Unix.

One of the most successful and comprehensive offsprings
from GNU’s global efforts is definitely the GNU Compiler
Collection (GCC) which, nowadays, supports more platforms
and programming languages than any other compiler, i. e.
dozens of languages, software and hardware configurations.
It is a formidable example taken from the Open Source world
of a BU constructed single software system that evolved
from a simple C-compiler for 32-bit platforms that address
8-bit bytes and have several general purpose registers [22] to
an industrial-strength cross-compiler. Our own experiences
working on GCC are summarised in [3].

6. Consequences

Coming to realise the various differences between TD and
BU and favouring the BU approach for evolvability has con-
sequences on the way software should be developed as well
as for users of software systems.

6.1. Development Processes

TD asserted requirements affect no other aspect of software
engineering as much as the development process. Most of the
traditional and widely used processes like variations of the
waterfall, but also object oriented methods like RUP assume
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TD driven development starting with the requirements and re-
fining them down to a technical implementation disregarding
other possibilities. Recently, agile methods and Extreme Pro-
gramming, in particular, have somewhat changed that, but as
the majority of systems is not yet created according to these
virtues.

Maintenance processes, however, are already often BU
driven as the comprehension and analysis of the existing sys-
tem is an explicit and early step in the process [8]. Given that
the biggest share in development costs of a long-living soft-
ware system is spent maintaining and helping the system to
evolve, it seems inappropriate to disregard such aspects in the
majority of development processes used today.

We argue that development processes which disregard BU
approaches in total are inappropriate to tackle maintenance as
well as evolutionary aspects of software systems which con-
stitute the major investment in software products. BU moti-
vated aspects must be regarded rather early in the develop-
ment process if the system is to evolve successfully in the
long run.

6.2. Who Needs to Adapt?

Very often, new requirements introduced to a software system
result in modifications to it. Depending on whether the sys-
tem was created using a more BU, or a TD oriented approach,
the changes may affect large parts of the system, independent
whether it is object oriented, based on components, etc.

On the other hand, requirements could be reflected with-
out changing the system, but changing the way users operate
it, for instance. In fact, many requirements can be addressed
without subsequent changes, simply by rearranging the func-
tionality already provided by a system. UNIX, again, pro-
vides a perfect example for this, where many of its major ap-
plications are nothing but a combination of filters using pipes,
and possibly, additional shell commands.

In BU designed systems it should be possible to satisfy
many of the users’ requirements by giving users the freedom
to personalise what is already implemented. TD systems of-
ten do not allow for such freedom. Any kind of changes,
however, demands a certain creativity and an environment
supporting them: this, often, is a lot more sensible on the
user side than on the technical side of a system because users
are usually less constrained than physical reality.

7. Conclusions

This paper compared BU versus TD software engineering
from a software evolution perspective. While BU developed
systems have well-known drawbacks, such as imperfectly
matching user requirements, we argue that building systems
from the technical basis upwards has significant advantages
concerning software evolvability. One reason for this is the
greater distance of the BU approach from the ever chang-
ing requirements providing for more stability. The second
reason is higher compositionality because BU decision mak-
ing forces to think in orthogonal and scalable components.

Hence, BU developed systems do not have to be changed as
frequently as their TD oriented counterparts and if changes
are required, they are easier to accomplish. Consequently,
BU developed systems have a higher expectancy of life and
evolve healthier.
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